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Clubmouse | Web Challenge
Challenge Description:
To find the hidden club, you need to be a ghost.

Write-up:
As we can see there are many pages.

Nothing interesting in contact and the about-us pages, and fuzzing directories does 
not return anything, just the robots.txt file tells us the following message:

  

We need a way to access the login page, and accessing internal assets needs a tricky 
method to make the server let us in.

One of these ways is to manipulate the X-Forwarded-For  request header and make it 
point for the internal network, and for sure the localhost  is the best one!

Let's try it

We still don't have access.
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There’s something that keeps blocking us, because if we tried to bypass it with 
common methods like adding 127.0.1  or 0.0.0.0  etc, access is still forbidden.

If we took a deeper look at the pictures in gallery.php, we can see some internal IPs 
on their devices.

The IP address is 192.168.3.0/24  so let's try it

No luck.

But we got the CIDR for the internal network, which is /24 so let's try to fuzz it with 
intruder.
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As shown, the intruder says that tall result have the same length except 192.168.3.16 , 
let's check it out.

Nice, we have access to the internal login page now!

We don't have any credentials, as we mentioned, fuzzing come up with nothing, no 
information on the source code, tried default credentials like admin:admin / test:test / 
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root:root and so on, and they are incorrect.

Let's try SQL injection, starting from the basics, adding single/double quotes to check 
errors we may get.

Good, a single quote can break the query!

let's find a way to add OR  and end the query, start with admin'or 1--+-

We got the same error, which means the query is still broken.

What about the brackets? let's try with this one admin')or 1--+-
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It worked! now, let's see the response in the browser.

We got the admin dashboard.

After taking a tour in the admin dashboard, we will find that there is a users.php file 
that contains information about users

Interesting, we may also have another SQL injection here!

But we need an injection point, let's see if there is hidden parameters or something
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Usually, I use the Arjun tool to fuzz parameters, let's check its results

Got a valid parameter called id

if we tried to add some values to test it

let's try to break it!

Nice, It returns records from the database and gives errors when the query is broken.

As this is the same web application, let's add the brackets and see if it treats as the 
SQLi in the login page.

As expected, let's see how many columns in the first query
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We found 4 columns, let's see which columns are reflected in our source

The first, second, and the third one only, let's make a simple union query to get the 
table name and the columns from information_schema.

 The table is data

And the columns are id, user, card_num but there is another column!

the number of columns is 4 and the result is 3! maybe there is a function to prevent 
us from knowing the 4th column so let us try to concatenate the column_name to get 
it using GROUP_CONCAT.

Got it! the name is R34L_F14G
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Now it's easy to grep it

But unfortunately, it's blocked! but no worries, MySQL understands the HEX values!

SELECT HEX('R34L_F14G'); // 5233344C5F46313447

Again! No results! Maybe the content of this column is prevented!

So we need a way to access it!

There is a way you can access/read the column content even if you don't know the 
name of these columns

As discussed in this article, assume that we have a database called dummydb, 
executing the following normal query will return users table contents

The next step is to convert columns names to any selectable known value,

This could be converted in SQL to

https://blog.redforce.io/sqli-extracting-data-without-knowing-columns-names/
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Great, the columns names were replaced from name, password, email, birthdate, 
added to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 just as we set at the select 1,2,3,4,5,6  part of the query.

Next step is selecting the data based on the new numeric values which can be done 
by selecting field_number  from the previous query with adding any table alias.

Using the following query select `4` from (select 1,2,3,4,5,6 union select * from 
users)melo;  will select column number 4 which refer to the email address column,

Now we know the concept, mixing that with our injection payload will result in the 
final payload

1')union select 1,(select `4` from (select 1,2,3,4 union select * from data)a limit 2,1),3,4--+-

But this is a fake one, we need to check for another row, so let's change the values of 
the limit clause
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Here we go, The flag is S3DG0_De3Per_L1k3_a_pr0_r3d_T3aMEr}
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